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Abstract

A debate over which branch of government is the most appropriate institution to deal with economic and social rights is far from ended. Is it the legislature which is democratically elected or the unelected Court that should determine the enforcement of economic and social rights? Problems pertaining to the lack of legitimacy and competence often come up when the Court is involved in determining economic and social rights. These problems arise because a court is not democratically elected and is not equipped with necessary tools to deal with such a complex issue in economic and social rights. However, others believe that the Court’s involvement in determining economic and social rights can strengthen democracy since the Court may enforce matter that is not sufficiently addressed by the lawmaker. This paper will address the above issue in context of Indonesia. Should the Court involve in protecting economic and social rights? If so, how far the Court can go to determine economic and social rights? This paper acknowledges that economic and social rights are a broad and complex topic. Therefore, this paper limits the discussion by analyzing four selected judicial rulings which have significant impact in the protection of economic and social rights in Indonesia i.e. the judicial review cases on Electricity Law, Water Resources Law, National Education System Law and National Budget Law. This paper argues that it is necessary for the Court to involve in determining economic and social rights, especially when the lawmaker does not sufficiently address issues related to economic and social rights in its legislative product. The Court may fill the gaps in the protection of Economic and Social rights.
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The Court roles in this context, however, potentially encroach the authority of other branches of governments i.e. the executive and the legislative. Therefore, the Court roles should be carefully and strategically conducted so that it does not infringe the jurisdiction of the government and the lawmakers.
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### I. INTRODUCTION

Whether economic and social rights are judicially enforceable has been questioned since the introduction of two sets of rights: civil and political rights and economic, social and cultural rights.¹ Judicially enforceable or commonly called justiciability refers to the ability to claim a remedy before an independent body when a violation of a right has occurred or is likely to occur.² It means the extent to which a matter is suitable for judicial determination.³ Justiciability implies access to mechanisms that guarantee recognized rights.⁴ Justiciable rights allow right-holders a legal course of action to enforce them, whenever the duty-bearers do not comply with their duties.⁵

There is opinion that civil and political rights (e.g. right to vote, right to form association) are justiciable whereas economic and social rights (e.g. right to education, right to health, right to clean water) are not.⁶ This essentially means that civil and political rights can be judicially enforced, while economic and social rights cannot. This assertion does not reflect comprehensive perspectives.

---


⁵ Scott and Macklem, “Constitutional Ropes”, 17.

⁶ While the ESC Rights are grounded in UDHR, ICESCR and CRC (particularly on right to education) there are different attitude on how countries address the right to education. See Jody Heymann, Aleta Sprague and Amy Raub, *Advancing Equality: How Constitutional Rights Can Make a Difference Worldwide* (Oakland: University of California Press, 2020), 201-202.
In practice, whether or not economic and social rights are justiciable is a matter of choice. Some countries constitutions such as the US Constitution and the Ireland Constitution\(^7\) recognize economic and social rights as non-justiciable while other country constitutions such as the Constitution of the Philippines considers economic and social rights as justiciable rights.\(^8\)

In line with justiciable and non-justiciable rights category, this paper will specifically examine the justiciability of economic and social rights in Indonesia. Does the amended Constitution of Indonesia acknowledge economic and social rights as justiciable rights? If so, to what extent the involvement of the Constitutional Court in protecting these rights? The paper will examine the roles of the Constitutional Court in deciding economic and social rights cases. In doing so, the paper will analyse judicial review cases on ES rights determined by the Indonesian Constitutional Court. The paper argues that while there are no explicit constitutional provision states that economic and social rights justiciable, the Constitutional Court, through its decisions, determine that economic and social rights are justiciable. The Court rulings play significant roles in protecting economic and social right, particularly when the government reluctant to enforce such rights. However, it may potentially create problems if the Court is lack of necessary information and competence.

Part II will briefly describe the development on the justiciability of economic and social rights and clarify the misconception about the dichotomy between justiciability of civil and political rights and economic and social rights. Part III will discuss the jurisprudential development of the justiciability of economic and social rights. Part IV will discuss different approaches adopted by some countries, including Indonesia in protecting of economic and social rights. Part V will specifically analyse the Indonesian Constitutional Court’s approach in protecting economic and social rights. The analysis will be conducted through a careful examination of four Constitutional Court rulings, i.e. Court decision on Electricity Law, Water Resources Law, National Educational System Law

\(^7\) Article 45 of the 1937 Ireland Constitution, Directive Principles of Social Policy.

\(^8\) Article VII of the 1987 Philippines Constitution. The duty of court of justice to settle actual controversies which are legally demandable and enforceable.
and National State Budget Law. Three different models on the protection of ES rights such as judicially enforceable rights, a tool to test the reasonableness of government policy-making and non-justiciable policy guidelines will be used to indicate the Court approach.9 These models can appropriately explain the Indonesian Court attitude in settling judicial review cases related to ES Rights. Finally, Part VI will provide conclusion.

II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE JUSTICIABILITY OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS

In the past, economic and social rights were not taken seriously and were subordinated to civil and political rights.10 Few states included economic and social rights in their constitution and legislation to make these rights is enforceable.11 Some scholars also perceived that economic and social rights are non-justiciable rights.12 In his article on Against Positive Rights, Cass Sunstein argued that inserting social rights in the new constitution of post-communist European States ‘was a large mistake’.13 The government should not be forced to interfere the free market. Besides, there is also an opinion which believe that social rights are unenforceable by courts because they lack bureaucratic and policy tools.14

In the 1970s, jurisprudence on justiciability of economic and social rights started to grow. In 1972, for instance, the German Constitutional Court granted the right to free choice of an occupation in the universities.15 In the same year, the European Commission of Human Rights emphasized the importance of the

14 Sunstein, “Against,” 1483.
state to respect the individual’s home.\textsuperscript{16} A decade later, the Indian Supreme Court ordered the municipality to fulfill the right to water.\textsuperscript{17} Since then the justiciability of economic and social rights overgrew in countries which witnessed democratic revolutions (South Africa, Eastern Europe, Latin America) and countries inspired by the Indian experiences (South Asian Countries).\textsuperscript{18}

The development on the justiciability of ES rights also changed the direction of the scholarly debate. The dynamic expansion of economic and social rights in practice has altered the opinion that ES rights are not justiciable. This includes Cass Sunstein who asserted that, after witnessing the South African Constitutional Court rendered a decision on \textit{Grootboom} case, the constitutional court approach stands as a powerful rejoinder to who have contended that socio-economic rights do not belong in a constitution.\textsuperscript{19} While there is a significant change concerning to the justiciability of ES rights, debate on whether economic and social rights are judicially enforceable still far from ended.

\section*{III. VARIOUS INTERPRETATIONS REGARDING ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS AND PROBLEM OF THEIR JUSTICIABILITY}

A debate over justiciability cannot be separated from the doctrine of separation of powers. The principle of separation of powers suggests that the duty of the judiciary merely interpret and apply the law. A judicial institution does not make laws. The law-making function is in the hand of the legislative.

The question is how far the court can interpret the law? Should the court consistently loyal to the texts of the laws, or can the court interpret the law beyond the texts? How if the court interpretation alters the meaning of the law created by the legislature? Is the court the right avenue to resolve matters which impact public policy such as how the government should allocate the funding for education?

\textsuperscript{16} Case 4560/70. See also Case 5727/72 and Langford, “The Justiciability,” 6.

\textsuperscript{17} Langford, “The Justiciability,” 6.

\textsuperscript{18} Langford, “The Justiciability,” 8.

The justiciability of economic and social rights focuses on the issue of whether a court is the right avenue to enforce such rights. Three conceptions often used to argue that economic and social rights are non-justiciable rights. First, the nature of economic and social rights is different from civil and political rights. Second, the problem of legitimacy which essentially questions the court legitimacy in dealing with economic and social policy. The third is about the court institutional capacity in resolving issues related to economic and social rights. The following part will examine these three different conceptions and prove that such notion mislead.

Are economic and social rights different from civil and political rights? There are perception that economic and social rights are positive rights which require intense involvement of the state to fulfil these rights. Civil and political rights, on the other hand, are negative rights which prevent the state’s participation in the enjoyment of these rights. Since economic and social rights are perceived as positive rights, the involvement of the executive is the most appropriate avenue, not the involvement of the court. This is because the court has neither “purse nor sword.” The State specifically the government and the legislature are the institutions which have the purse and the sword to implement ES rights. It possesses the necessary state apparatus and funding to implement ES rights. While this view sounds good, it can be misleading. Both civil political rights and economic and social rights are positive and negative rights to a certain extent. This is because the enforcement of both categories of rights needs states involvement. To implement ES rights and CP rights, the state often involves ensuring that these rights are fully implemented. On

---

the other hand, when the people have enjoyed these rights, the state cannot interfere the enjoyment of these rights.

In addition, economic and social rights are often viewed as vague and resource-dependent. They are perceived as vague because economic and social rights are difficult to be measured. Right to the highest attainable standard of health, for instance, is difficult to be measured when it is considered fulfilled. While it may be true that it is difficult to measure the fulfilment of ES rights quantitatively, there are specific criteria such as treatment and control to an epidemic, infant mortality and environmental hygiene to measure its fulfilment. Some civil and political rights such as the right to liberty and the right to human dignity can also be vague as they are difficult to be quantitatively measured.

Regarding to resource-dependent, the realization of economic and social rights such as the right to housing often demands significant financial resources and budget allocation. As it requires substantial financial resources, the realization of economic and social rights should be the government domain and not the judiciary.

Considerable financial resource is also required to implement civil and political rights. To implement right to vote in a general election, for example, significant funds is also needed. So, both civil and political rights and economic and social rights can be very resources dependent in particular circumstances.

Is it appropriate for a court to deal with economic and social rights? This question is related to two principles: the legitimacy and separation of power. Is a court legitimate to deal with economic and social policy? Judges are lack of democratic legitimacy. This is because they are not directly elected by the people. Economic and social policy should be the domain of elected representative of the people and not the province of a less democratic institution. While it may be true that economic and social right should be the domain of

---

26 Bickel, *The Least Dangerous*. See also Mitchell, "Neither Purse Nor Sword."
27 Bickel, *The Least Dangerous*. see also Mitchell, "Neither Purse Nor Sword."
elected representative of the people, however, the judiciary has significant role to enhance democratic governance by reviewing the government decisions. The democratic legitimacy of judicial review is to ensure that the majoritarian decision making does not violate the right of minorities.

In addition, there is an assertion that the involvement of the judiciary in dealing with economic and social right is violating separation of powers. This is because formulating and executing economic and social policy is the domain of the executive. The work of the court is to enforce the law and not to develop or to execute the social policy. If the court involves in developing or executing policy, it, therefore, violates the separation of powers.

While adopting separation of powers is important, such a principle should be implemented together with other principles such as the rule of law and constitutional supremacy. The role of the court, based on the rule of law and constitutional supremacy, is to ensure all right are subject to effective remedy and provisions in the constitution are consistently applied.

Does a court have the capacity to protect economic and social rights? Protecting economic and social rights is often closely related to formulating policy on economic and social rights. The important question is whether the court is the right institution to formulate such policy. This question is related to the assertion that judges lack comprehensive information and necessary expertise in settling cases related to economic and social rights. This is because court rulings are largely based on the evidence presented in the court proceedings. There is a possibility that there are other important factors that are not presented before the courts. Unfortunately, the court does not consider factors beyond what presented before the Court. As a result, courts are not sufficiently informed when adjudicating economic and social rights.

---

34 King *Judging Social Rights*, 248.
When deciding cases related to economic and social rights, the expertise of the judges is not necessarily dealing with the nature of the policy rather it is about the expertise of judges to review the policy of the government against the requirement of the law, such expertise which already embedded in every judge.\(^{36}\)

Furthermore, the problem of polycentric often become the reason why the court should not adjudicate economic and social rights. Polycentric is a situation where a judicial decision will have a complex impact that will extend beyond the parties and the factual situation before the court.\(^{37}\) The court is not the proper avenue to make polycentric decisions because adjudication is more adversarial process which applies solely to disputing parties.\(^{38}\) Besides, there is limitation regarding the types of evidence presented before the court.

In fact, in some cases, the judiciary may provide better consideration of the competing rights of those who do not have access to political decision-making process.\(^{39}\) It may address an impact of policies that were not foreseen by the government and may reveal alternative remedies that were not considered by the legislature or executive.\(^{40}\)

**IV. VARIOUS APPROACHES IN PROTECTING ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS: SOME COUNTRIES EXPERIENCES**

Different countries may adopt different approaches to protecting economic and social rights. The first approach believes the fulfilment of economic and social rights is in the hand of the government. It is the government’s responsibility—not the judiciary to fulfil these rights. In other words, economic and social rights are not judicially enforced. This approach is commonly called a non-justiciable rights approach because these rights cannot be defended before judicial institution. It is the government duty to guarantee the enjoyment of these rights through issuing public policies.

\(^{38}\) King, *Judging Social Rights*, 189.
\(^{39}\) King, *Judging Social Rights*, 165.
\(^{40}\) King, *Judging Social Rights*, 165.
The second approach to a certain extent is contradictory with the first approach in a way that based on this approach the judicial institutions such as the supreme court or the constitutional court is the most appropriate avenue to defend economic and social rights. This approach is called as justiciable rights as the judicial institution can enforce these ES rights.

The Hungarian Constitution, for instance, explicitly mentions that economic and social rights are justiciable. Article 70 K of the Hungarian Constitution stipulates: “Claims arising from infringement on fundamental rights, and objections to the decisions of public authorities regarding the fulfilment of duties may be brought before a court of law.” The phrase “…can be brought before a court of law” guarantees economic and social rights, as part of fundamental rights, are justiciable. South Africa Constitution also guarantees that ES rights have been the subject of full judicial proceedings before the South African Constitutional Court.

Third, other country constitution such as the Philippines Constitution does not expressly declare that ES rights to be justiciable. The Philippines Constitution states that social justice and human rights provisions are intended to be directive principles to guide government policy and only judicially considered if enacted in legislation. The Supreme Court of the Philippines, however, have held ES rights to be justiciable. The judicial approach in the Philippines can be categorized into judicially enforceable rights as the courts have the final say.

Fourth, the Canadian and the UK Constitutions adopt other different models. Canada’s Charter of Rights adopts notwithstanding clause. This means the Charter of Rights permits parliament or a provincial legislature to adopt legislation to

---

41 Constitution of the Republic of Hungary, Article 70 K.
43 Article XIII of The 1987 Philippines Constitution states that social justice and human rights provisions are intended to be directive principles to guide government policy and only judicially considered if enacted in legislation.
override Section 2 of the Charter (containing fundamental rights) and Sections 7 to 15 of the Charter (containing the right to life, liberty and security, freedom from unreasonable search and seizure the right to equality etc.). This limitation should be expressly mention in the law and not subordinate legislation.\(^{46}\)

UK Courts interpret statutes to be consistent with the European Convention on Human Rights if they can lawfully do so. In case the statute is inconsistent with the Convention, the Court will state that the statute is incompatible with the Convention.\(^{47}\) In such situation, the government is authorized to respond in various ways such as modifying, introducing or doing nothing.\(^{48}\) The possibility of the government to respond and revise the court’s constitutional rulings makes this approach as a weak form of judicial review\(^{49}\) as the government response and not the court decisions is the final judgement.

Fifth, India and Ireland adopt another different method. India and Ireland have included economic and social rights in their constitutions that are expressly stated to be not justiciable.\(^{50}\) They act as guiding principles which mean that these principles guide the court in interpreting statutes of the legislature. This type of judicial review is classified as super weak form review.\(^{51}\)

In summary, the approaches on the determination of economic and social rights can be broadly categorized into three main models namely: judicially enforceable rights, a tool to test the reasonableness of government policy-making and non-justiciable policy guidelines. These three models also reflect types of judicial review i.e. the strong-form judicial review, weak form of judicial review (as explained by Mark Tushnet)\(^{52}\) and super-weak form of judicial review.\(^{53}\)


\(^{47}\) Tushnet, “State Action,” 449.

\(^{48}\) Tushnet, “State Action,” 449.

\(^{49}\) Tushnet, “State Action,” 449.

\(^{50}\) The Indian Constitution, Article 37 and The Ireland Constitution, Article 45.


V. JUDICIAL APPROACH OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS IN INDONESIA

The year 1999 marked a great socio-political movement in Indonesia-called reformasi. The reformasi was followed by substantial amendments of the 1945 Indonesian Constitution. The amended Constitution introduced two new judicial institutions namely Judicial Commission (Komisi Yudisial) and Constitutional Court (Mahkamah Konstitusi) and added another representative institution, i.e. Regional Representatives Council (Dewan Perwakilan Daerah) beside the already existing People Representative Council (The DPR).

The amended Constitution also embodies a liberal democratic system with some degree of separation of power and a swathe of economic, social and cultural rights. The new Constitution inserted a new, specific Chapter on Human Rights. The Human Rights Chapter provides comprehensive provisions on civil-political rights, economic social and cultural rights and the right to development. Concerning provisions on economic and social rights, the new Constitution mentions the right to improve one’s welfare, the right to a healthy environment and receive medical care and social security. Also, the state shall prioritize the budget for education to a minimum of 20 per cent of the state budget.

Under Article 33, the economy shall be organized as a common endeavor, sector of production important for the country and which affect the life of the people shall be under the power of the state and, in particular, the land, water and natural riches shall be controlled by the state and shall be utilized for the greatest benefit of all people. While there are more provisions regarding economic and social rights, there is no provision which explicitly states that such rights are justiciable.

55 The amended 1945 Indonesian Constitution, Article 28 C.
56 The amended 1945 Indonesian Constitution, Article 28 H (1).
57 The amended 1945 Indonesian Constitution, Article 28 H (3).
58 The amended 1945 Indonesian Constitution, Article 31 (4).
This Part will examine the justiciability of economy and social rights in Indonesia post the 1999-2002 constitutional amendments. The author acknowledges that economic and social rights are vast topics. It is not possible to analyze all the court rulings regarding economic and social rights in this paper considering that the Court decided over a thousand constitutional review cases so far. Therefore, this paper will focus on analyzing four constitutional court decisions, in which in the author’s opinion, have significant impact in protecting economic and social rights. The four Constitutional Court decisions are the judicial review of Law on Electricity,\textsuperscript{59} judicial review of Law on Water Resource,\textsuperscript{60} judicial review of Law on National Educational System\textsuperscript{61} and judicial review of Law on National Budget.\textsuperscript{62} In examining these four constitutional court rulings, this Part will utilize the three judicial approaches mention above i.e. judicially enforceable rights, a tool to test the reasonableness of government policy-making and non-justiciable policy guidelines.\textsuperscript{63} These three models in the author’s opinion, can be used as a method to explain the Court’s approach in deciding cases related to ES rights.

5.1. Judicial Review of Law No 20/2002 on Electricity: Judicially Enforceable yet Lack of Consideration?

Petition for judicial review of Law on Electricity\textsuperscript{64} was filed by groups of people (consisted of NGO’s and Human rights advocates) who argued that substances contained in some provisions of the Law were inconsistent with Article 33 of the Constitution. Article 33 paragraph (3) of the Constitution stipulates “Land, waters and the natural resources contained therein shall be utilized for the greatest well-being of the people.”


The petitioners contended that the provisions of the Law which were being challenged before the Court had reduced or even eliminated State's control over natural resources stipulated in Article 33 of the Constitution. That was because the Law opened the possibility of privatization in the electricity sector. In this regard, the petitioners questioned ‘the roles of state to control’ natural resources for the greatest well-being of the people. The petitioners also concerned that the creation of this law was based on the idea of the privatizing and liberalizing economic sector, which is actually the main feature of the free market economy.

The Court declared that state control, as stated in Article 33, should be interpreted that the state had the power to control important sectors of production. The state also had a duty to protect ES rights, including the electricity sector in order to provide social justice by ensuring the availability, even distribution and affordability of important products. In this case, the Court broadly interpreted the phrase “shall be under State control” into five categories namely the power of the state to make policy (mengadakan kebijakan), to manage (tindakan pengurusan), to regulate (pengaturan), to participate (pengelolaan) and to supervise (pengawasan) important sectors of production for the greatest well-being of the people. The Court believed that the right to electricity was important for the public in general. Therefore, the Court declared that private ownership of the electricity sector was not in line with the people’s best interests. The Court found the provisions that introduce the concept of competition and unbundling was in contradiction with Article 33 (2) of the Constitution. The Court even went further by declaring that the Law had no longer

---

65 Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 20/2002 on Electricity, Article 8(2).
66 Law of the Republic of Indonesia Article 16 of Electricity Law.
possessed its legally binding power in its entirety.\textsuperscript{71} That was because the provisions that had been declared unconstitutional were “the heart and soul” of the Law. Hence, if the losing of legally binding power were applied only to those provisions that had been declared unconstitutional, such an approach would lead to legal uncertainty.\textsuperscript{72}

Prior to the decision, the Court had heard the government’s arguments emphasizing that State-owned enterprise (PLN) could not fulfil the electricity demand.\textsuperscript{73} According to the government, competition will create more opportunity for other enterprises to provide electricity in a more efficient and transparent way. The Court also considered other countries experience in regard to privatisation.\textsuperscript{74} The failure of privatisation, however, was more convincing, so the Court concluded that privatisation often fails to guarantee the availability, the affordability and even distribution of electricity. The legal reasoning of the Court was very general and unpersuasive.

The electricity case illustrates that the Constitutional Court conducted a strong judicial review, as the Court invalidated the legislative statute entirely. This case also shows that the right to electricity had been considered as an important production sector, as stated in Article 33. Therefore, it can be impliedly deduced that in the opinion of the Court that this right is judicially enforceable.

In this case, the Court also entered the area of policy-making. It invalidated in its entirety the product of a democratically elected parliament and ordered the revival of the previous law. The Court has gone beyond the South African ‘reasonableness of government policy test’.\textsuperscript{75} The Court also did not provide balanced consideration regarding privatisation policy decision. While the Court considered the experience of countries where

\textsuperscript{73} Judicial Review of Electricity Law, Decision of Constitutional Court No 001-021-022/PUU-I/2003 (The Constitutional Court of the Republic of Indonesia 2003), 337.
\textsuperscript{74} Judicial Review of Electricity Law, Decision of Constitutional Court No 001-021-022/PUU-I/2003 (The Constitutional Court of the Republic of Indonesia 2003), 186-7.
\textsuperscript{75} South African Constitutional Court decision on Grootboom.
privatisation failed, it did not consider other countries experience where privatisation worked well. The Court did not sufficiently consider data showing the poor performance of the existing state own company. In this case, the Court did not sufficiently show its ability to deal with complex issues such as privatisation. The Court seems to lack of institutional competence to determine complex issues.


The 2004 Water Resource Law decentralizes water sector management and allows participation from private sectors. The Law acknowledges the importance of Article 33 of the Constitution, which clearly stipulates that water shall be under the state control and shall be utilized for the greatest well-being of the people. The Law determines that water for daily need is not subject to a fee or license. The government has the power to issue a license to exploit water to community and business, but in doing so, it must consider the water management scheme.

Several NGOs and individuals filed petitions to the Constitutional Court. The petitioners stated that the Water Law was in contradiction with Article 33 (2) of the Constitution. The petitioners claimed that the Law had changed the social function of water into commercial purpose (profit oriented). The Law would potentially disregard the people’s right to water. As a result, the purpose of Article 33 (2) ‘the water shall be utilized...for the greatest well-being of the people’ would never be satisfied.

In its ruling, the Court declared that the Water Resource Law had fulfilled the right to water as stated in the Constitution. This was because

---

77 Law of the Republic of Indonesia, Article 7 of Law on Water Resource.
78 Law of the Republic of Indonesia, Article 9, 11 of Law on Water Resource.
the government, through its power to grant a permit, still hold power to control the important sector of production. As to the meaning of “state’s control,” the ruling referred to the previous court decision (i.e. judicial review on Electricity Law) that interpreted state control into five different activities such as: policy making, maintaining, managing, granting permits and supervising. Accordingly, the Court rejected the petitions and maintained the constitutionality of the Law. Nevertheless, although the Court rejected petitions, it did not overrule the whole arguments of the petitioners. The Court acknowledged that the Law might be interpreted in such a way so as to make it contradictory to the Constitution.

But, instead of declaring the Law unconstitutional, the majority of justices was of the opinion that the Law should be considered conditionally constitutional. This means that the constitutionality of the Law was subject to a certain condition. The Law would only be considered constitutional as long as its application was in line with the Court’s interpretation elaborated in this decision. Consequently, if (in the future) there is allegation that the Law has been applied differently, the constitutionality of the Law could be reviewed for second time before the Court. The Court provided a test of the reasonableness of the government policy by elaborating all necessary conditions that should be fulfilled to maintain the constitutionality of the Water Resources Law. The court guidance in this case includes: private providers must fulfil the right to water; private providers do not charge an expensive fee to people for their daily need and small-scale farming; the determination of price must be consulted with the community; the government must prioritize its responsibility to provide drinking water.

The Court’s ruling on the Water Resources Law illustrates several important features: first, the Court does not automatically invalidate

---

the Law. The Court’s approach, in this case, is different from the Court approach in Electricity Law where the Court nullify the Law in its entirety. In Water Resources Law case, the Court refrain itself from nullifying the Water Resources Law. The Court, instead, provides conditions that should be fulfilled by the government to determine the constitutionality of the Law. While the Court approach, in this case, seems softer compared to the Court approach in Electricity Law, the Court actually directs the government and the lawmaker regarding the principles that they should insert in the regulations derived from this Law. Second, this decision asserts that the right to water is judicially enforceable.

The Court further provides guidance for the government in issuing the implementing regulations. Such guidance, to a certain extent, has entered policy making, which is the domain of the legislature as the lawmaker. Finally, this case shows a new approach used by the Court. The Court introduces a new type of decision, namely conditionally constitutional. The conditionally constitutional decision is not in line with the ‘final and binding’ nature of the Constitutional Court decision since a conditional decision opens a possibility that the Law can be submitted again to the Court for further review.

In 2013, a petition for judicial review of Water Resources Law was submitted again by Groups of the people and individuals. The petitioners claimed that the Law had allowed monopoly. It also tended to regulate water for commercial interests. The petitioners also claimed that the Law had reduced the responsibility of the state to fulfil the need of water. The government responded that the Law aimed to improve the accessibility of community to water. The Law, according to the government, had also sufficiently protected the right to water and prevented the privatisation. The government further stated that from 2010 up to 2015, there was a

significant increase from 34 municipalities to 116 municipalities that get the clean water programs.\textsuperscript{87}

In reaching the decision, the Court examined seven implementing regulations that had been issued by the government since the Court decision in 2004. In the decision, however, the Court did not explain in which specific part of the seven implementing regulations contradicted with Court guidance. The Court in very general nature declared that the implementing regulations were not in line with the guidance of the court stated in its previous decision.\textsuperscript{88} The Court then invalidated the Law on Water Resources for its entirety because based on the consideration that the invalidated provisions were ‘the heart’ of the Law.\textsuperscript{89}

This decision shows the Court tendency to adopt strong form of judicial review approach as the Court invalidated not only particular provisions of the Law but the Law in its entirety. The Court once again entered the policy making by invalidating in its entirety the product of a democratic institution. The Court re-imposed the old law, namely Law 11/1974. The Water Resources Law decision shows justiciability of the constitutional provisions concerning important sectors. The Court can decide matters related to Article 33 of the Constitution. In this case, the Court had acted beyond its constitutional jurisdiction. The Court jurisdiction is to review an act against the Constitution. But as can be seen in this case, the Court reviewed the Law by scrutinizing whether implementing regulations derived for this Law consistent with the court’s guidance as reflected in the ruling. In other words, the constitutionality of the Water Resources Law depended on whether the implementing regulations satisfied the Court guidance. One may question the finality of the Constitutional Court decision as this exact same Law has been reviewed in the past by the same Court. But the Court


\textsuperscript{89} Judicial Review of Water Resources Law, Decision of Constitutional Court No 85/PUU-XI/2013 (The Constitutional Court of the Republic of Indonesia 2013), 143.
decisions, in this case, is actually a consequence of the Court previous decision which provide a conditional decision.

Six years after the invalidation of the Water Resource law, a new law concerning water resources was finally introduced on October 15, 2019. This newly enacted law implements the Court’s previous decisions on judicial review of Water Resource Law. It contains the right to water, water management, water licencing system and criminal sanctions in case there is a violation against the provisions of this law. So far, there is no petitions submitted to the Court requesting judicial review regarding the existence of this new law.

5.3. Right to Education: Judicial review of Law on National Education System and the 2005 State Budget Law.

In judicial review of Law on National Education System, the petitioner claimed that elucidation of Article 49 of the National Education System Law violated Article 31 (4) of the Constitution. That was because the elucidation stated that the allocation of 20 percent of the State Budget to the educational sector could be conducted gradually. The petitioners argued that Article 31 (4) of the Constitution implied that the government’s obligation to allocate at least 20 percent could be done gradually. Therefore, the petitioners believed that the elucidation of Article 49 was contradictory to the Constitution. The petitioners also argued that Article 49 was not in line with the nature of elucidation, i.e. explaining the norm of the Law provisions and not adding new norms. The Court agreed with the petitioners’ arguments and declared that the obligation of the government as required by the Constitution could not be deferred. The Court granted the petition in part by striking down the elucidation for being repugnant to the Constitution.

92 The Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, Article 31 (4): The state shall prioritize the budget for education to a minimum of 20% of the State Budget and the Regional Budget to fulfill the needs of implementation of national education.
The petitioners of the National Education System Law filed a similar petition to the Constitutional Court. In this case, the petitioners challenged the 2005 Law on National State Budget, which allocated 7 percent to the educational sector.\textsuperscript{93} The Court ruled that the 2005 Law on National State Budget violated the Constitution because it failed to meet the 20 percent requirement of State Budget that must be allocated for the education sector.

Nevertheless, the Court further considered that if the whole Law be unconstitutional, then the entire law would lose its legally binding power. In a such situation, the Court took into account two possible consequences. First, the government should reformulate the state budget so as to meet the minimum allocation of 20 percent of the State Budget for education sector as required by the Constitution. If such reformulation was conducted, there would be a reduction in the budget allocation for other sectors. This might create legal uncertainty in budgetary and financial administration in the country.

Second, according to the Constitution, invalidation of State Budget Law would oblige the government to use the previous year’s state budget.\textsuperscript{94} Unfortunately, in this case, the previous year’s state budget for the educational sector was lower than the allocation for the educational sector in the current National State Budget.

In reaching the decision, the Court used ‘categorical - proportionality approach’.\textsuperscript{95} The Court categorically determined whether Article 31 (4) of the Constitution has been infringed. The Court then determined whether such infringement was justified. In doing so, the Court proportionally considered and weighed the above consequences and possibilities. The Court declared that Article 31 (4) had been violated. The Court decided that the 2005 National Budget Law violated the Constitution. However, it was not necessary to declare the Law should lose its legally binding power entirely. That was because by

\textsuperscript{94} The 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, Article 23 (3).
doing so would create problems both in budgetary and financial administration and the possibility to have a lower budget allocation for the education sector. As a result, the Court declared the Law is inconsistent with the Constitution but it does not invalidate the Law entirely. The approach shows the Court careful consideration in deciding case which have a significant impact to the government and the people at large. The Court strategically decides this case with the expectation that the government will follow the Court ruling.

In the following year, a similar petition submitted to the Court claiming that the 2006 National Budget Law violated Article 31 (4) of the Constitution as there was only 9.1 percent of State Budget allocated for education sector. The petitioners argued that the government did not demonstrate good faith to fulfil both the provision in the Constitution as well as the decision of the Constitutional Court in the previous case. Constitutional Court declared that the 2006 State Budget to be null and void. The consequence was that the government and the parliament should adjust the 2006 State Budget during the midyear adjustment of the state budget, to comply with the constitutional provision.

Based on these two rulings, the Court provided a guideline for future cases. In case that state budget does not reach 20 percent allocation for education sector, the State Budget Law will be considered violates the Constitution. The Court, however, will consider the legal impact in examining those future cases. The Court will take into consideration the national economic condition and policies of the government and the parliament in reaching the decision.

In this case, the Court continued using the proportionality principle to decide the case concerned. The Court considers whether the means employed by the government to promote its conflicting public policy are justified.

---

99 There is an incremental change in the allocation to educational sector. In 2004 there was 6.6 percent, 7 percent in 2005, 8.1 percent in 2006, 9.1 percent.
VI. CONCLUSION

The paper has shown that economic and social rights in Indonesia are judicially enforceable. This can be seen from the decisions of the Constitutional Court in judicial review cases of Electricity Law, Water Resource Law, National Education System Law and National Budget Law mentioned above in which the Court determined the constitutionality of these laws. The four cases of the judicial review showed how the Constitutional Court addressed economic and social rights issues. The Court which has the power to determine the constitutionality of legislative statutes may declare a provision of such statutes unconstitutional and lose their legally binding power if the Court finds they are inconsistent with or contrary to the Constitution.

In practice, however, the Court does not always “invalidate” the provisions of a statute even if the Court finds that such provisions are not in line with the Constitution. The Court, in some cases, refrains itself from “invalidating” the law even though the Court is of the opinion that the law is in contradiction with the Constitution. The Court, in such cases, will first take into account the possible impact of a decision which is invalidating a law –in terms of declaring a law or some provisions of a law unconstitutional and lose their legally binding power. The Court’s decision on judicial review of Law on State Budget shows the Court tendency to consider potential negative consequences that may be involved if the Law declared losing its legally binding power. As a result, the Court does not automatically declare the National Budget Law is losing its legally binding power in spite of the fact that some provisions of the Law have been found contradictory to the Constitution. The Court instead suggests the lawmaker to fulfill its constitutional obligation, namely fulfilling 20 percent budget allocation for education at once.

In some other cases, as can be seen in judicial review of Law on Electricity and to some extent the judicial review of Law on Water Resources, the Court does not adequately consider other significant factors that may have significant impacts when the Court is reaching its decisions. The Court rulings in these two
cases mentioned—above declare the Law was unconstitutional in its entirety or declared the Law conditionally constitutional. These two types of decisions have a significant impact because when the Court declared the Law unconstitutional in its entirety, the Court dismissed the legislative statute. When issuing conditional decisions, the Court direct the legislative by providing guidance that should be followed by the lawmakers when drafting the law. The Court in these two instances essentially goes beyond its constitutional jurisdiction. The Court has entered policy making function of the legislature. These types of court decisions can be beneficial or destructive depending how the Court exercise these powers. The adoption of these two approaches can be very beneficial particularly when exercising these powers, the Court is equipped by necessary competence and ample knowledge regarding the matters. the court decision may convey the voice of the minority, which may not be heard in the legislative process. In other words, the minority voice may be defended through the judicial process.

On the other hand, this significant power can be destructive if the Court does not use it appropriately. The use of this power without proper competence, knowledge and consideration may not only lead to the tensions with other branches of government but also negatively impact the people at large.
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